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ABSTRACT
China has abundance of mineral resources such as magnesite, hematite and bauxite, which
constitute a key component of its economy. The relatively low grade, and the widely varying and
complex compositions of the raw extracts, however, pose difficult processing challenges including
specialized equipment with excessive energy demands. The energy intensive furnaces together with
widely uncertain features of the extracts form hybrid complexities of the system, where the existing
modeling, optimization and control methods have met only limited success. Currently, the mineral
processing plants generally employ manual control and are known to impose greater demands on the
energy, while yielding unreasonable waste and poor operational efficiency. The key way to solve
these problems is to make the control systems of energy intensive equipment become CPS. CPS for
energy intensive equipment is a smart optimal control system.
This talk presents syntheses and implementations of a smart optimal control system for the
energy intensive processing equipment. The talk will focus on three main functions of the proposed
smart optimal control system: (i) process control; (ii) operational optimization control; and (ii)
operational conditions diagnostics and self-healing control. The design of a novel data-driven dual
closed-loop intelligent optimal operational control will be described for realizing these primary
functions.
The data-driven dual closed-loop control employs a two-layered structure: (i) an intelligent
optimal control layer for identification of optimal set points of control loops which takes functions of
target indices associated with energy saving, product yield, product quality and efficiency as
optimization index, and the set points as the decision variables; and (ii) a set points tracking
intelligent control layer focusing on virtual unmodeled dynamics compensation based controller.
This talk introduces a hybrid simulation system for operational optimization and control of
complex industrial processes developed by our team. Simulations to electric magnesium melting
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furnace for magnesia production industry are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
This talk also introduces the smart embedding control system of electric magnesium melting
furnace developed by our team adopting the novel data-driven dual closed-loop intelligent optimal
operational control algorithm proposed. It has been successfully applied to the largest magnesia
production enterprise in China, resulting in great returns. `Issues for future research on the smart
optimization control system are outlined in the final section.
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